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A B S T R A C T   

The selectivity of a novel chemosensor, based on a modified nitrobenzofurazan referred to as 
NBD-Morph, has been investigated for the detection of heavy metal cations (Co2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, 
Ag+, Cu2+, Hg2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+). The ligand, 4-morpholino-7-nitrobenzofurazan (NBD-Morph), 
was characterized using spectroscopic techniques including FT-IR and 1H NMR. Vibrational fre-
quencies obtained from FT-IR and proton NMR (1H) chemical shifts were accurately predicted 
employing the density functional theory (DFT) at the B3LYP level of theory. Furthermore, an 
examination of the structural, electronic, and quantum chemical properties was conducted and 
discussed. DFT calculations were employed to explore the complex formation ability of the NBD- 
Morph ligand with Co2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, Ag+, Cu2+, Hg2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+ metal cations. The 
comparison of adsorption energies for all possible conformations reveals that NBD-Morph exhibits 
sensitivity and selectivity towards metal ions, including Pb2+, Cu2+, Ag+, and Ni2+. However, an 
assessment of their reactivity using QTAIM topological parameters demonstrated the ligand’s 
greater complexation ability toward Cu2+ or Ni2+ than those formed by Pb2+ or Ag+. Addition-
ally, molecular electrostatic potential (MEP), Hirshfeld surfaces, and their associated 2D-finger-
print plots were applied to a detailed study of the inter-molecular interactions in NBD-Morph-X 
(X = Pb2+, Cu2+, Ag+, Ni2+) complexes. The electron localization function (ELF) and the 
localized-orbital locator (LOL) were generated to investigate the charge transfer and donor- 
acceptor interactions within the complexes. Electrochemical analysis further corroborates the 
theoretical findings, supporting the prediction of NBD-Morph’s sensory ability towards Ni2+

metal cations. In conclusion, NBD-Morph stands out as a promising sensor for Ni2+.  
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1. Introduction 

The presence of harmful heavy metals, including cobalt (Co), lead (Pb), magnesium (Mg), silver (Ag), copper (Cu), mercury (Hg), 
nickel (Ni), and zinc (Zn), in industrial wastewater constitutes a significant environmental issue due to contamination [1]. Heavy metal 
pollution is a common form of pollution that has long-lasting effects and is difficult to remove due to its persistence. This contami-
nation is exacerbated by organic matter cycles and energy flows, causing the migration and accumulation of heavy metals through the 
food chain, posing a hazard to human health [2]. 

The scientific community is increasingly interested in the use of adsorbents obtained from biomass to eliminate these metals [3,4]. 
Heavy metals are well-known environmental pollutants due to their toxicity, persistence, and bio-accumulative nature [5]. Numerous 
techniques have been developed to eliminate these metals from water, for instance, precipitation, solvent extraction, and ion exchange. 
However, adsorption is the most frequently utilized approach due to its versatility, efficiency, accuracy, and ease [1,4,6,7]. The quest 
for economically beneficial and readily accessible adsorbents has prompted the investigation of bioactive polymers as potential al-
ternatives in this domain. Among the numerous adsorbents available for heavy metal adsorption, cellulose, chitosan, synthetic 
polymers, organic and inorganic molecules are commonly employed [8–10]. 

4-Nitrobenzofurazan (NBD) is a neutral 10 π electron-deficient hetero-aromatic substrate. The inclusion of NBD in organic ma-
terials has been studied for potential applications in biomedical and bio-analytical fields [11–17]. The electron-donating and 
electron-withdrawing groups play a significant role in determining the ICT extent in super-electrophiles containing methoxyl or 
phenoxyl at the para-position, as strong electron-donating groups [18]. SNAr reactions using NBD chloride (NBD-Cl) and similar 
compounds are initiated by nucleophilic groups such as morpholine, piperidine, or pyrrolidine, secondary amines, affording the 
formation of new NBD derivatives with unique UV–vis optical absorption properties in polar solvents [19,20]. Alternatively, NBD 
derivatives have been utilized as key components in organic photovoltaic materials due to their effective electron-withdrawing and 
donating properties [21]. The NBD derivatives are highly efficient for adsorbing heavy metals due to a combination of unique 
properties. They possess high selectivity, allowing for efficient removal of specific metals from contaminated water [22]. They also 
have a large surface area with multiple functional groups, providing more active sites for metal adsorption. Additionally, their water 
solubility enables easy preparation of adsorbent solutions and effective mixing with contaminated water [23]. NBD derivatives are 
stable and resistant to degradation, making them suitable for long-term heavy metal adsorption applications [24]. Moreover, they can 
be regenerated and reused after adsorbing heavy metals, making them an economically viable option for heavy metal removal. 

The pollution of the environment by heavy metals is a major concern due to their toxic effects on living organisms. Therefore, 
understanding the interaction of heavy metals with receptors is crucial for developing effective remediation strategies [25–31]. Within 
this framework, the spectroscopic analysis and binding interaction of heavy metals onto the surface receptor of NBD-Morph have been 
investigated using a combination of DFT and experimental approaches. The aim of this work is to develop a comprehensive back-
ground for understanding the binding mechanism of heavy metals with the surface receptor, elucidated by spectroscopic techniques 
and computational modeling. Efforts are being made to develop effective methods for eliminating heavy metals from the environment. 

2. Synthesis procedure 

By applying nucleophilic aromatic substitution reaction (SNAr), 4-chloro-7-nitrobenzofurazan (NBD-Cl; Fluka BioChemika), used 
as received, was utilized as the electrophile and reacted with morpholine, as the nucleophilic reagent, to yield the final product, named 
NBD-Morph [32–35]. The substitution product (NBD-Morph) was prepared as follows: 3g (15 mmol) of NBD-Cl and 1.3 mL (15 mmol) 
of morpholine were dissolved in 50 mL of acetonitrile, and the mixture was heated to 40 ◦C. After 20 min, a yellow precipitate began to 
form. The crystals deposited after 40 min were filtered, thoroughly washed with water, and dried under vacuum. NBD-Morph was thus 
obtained in an 80% yield with a melting point of 175 ◦C (see Scheme 1). 

3. Materials and methods 

3.1. Preparation of electrode 

It is crucial to clean the platinum working electrode before each electrochemical measurement. Prior to any modification, the 

Scheme 1. SNAr mechanism of NBD-Cl with morpholine in acetonitrile.  
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electrode underwent a successful cleaning process in an ultrasonic bath containing acetone and isopropanol for 10 min. Following each 
cleaning step, thorough rinsing with deionized water was carried out, and the electrode was then dried at room temperature in an oven. 
To functionalize the electrode, aqueous solutions of NBD-Morph were prepared by dissolving 1 mg in 1 mL of water. Subsequently, 
using the drop-casting method, 3 μL of NBD-Morph solution was applied to the working electrode (WE) area and allowed to dray at 
60 ◦C for 60 min to prepare it for electrochemical measurements. 

3.2. Electrochemical measurements 

Using Autolab PGSTAT30, supported by the software installed in a "FRA2″ computer, electrochemical impedance spectroscopy 
(EIS) measurements were conducted. A sinusoidal excitation signal with an amplitude of 10 mV was applied for these measurements, 
covering frequencies ranging from 30 mHz to 100 kHz in the impedance spectra. The optimal potential was determined to be − 0.9 V. 
The electrochemical cell consisted of a 0.1 M ammonium acetate solution with a pH of 7, three electrodes (a working electrode (WE) 
made of platinum (Pt), a counter-electrode made of platinum, and a saturated calomel reference electrode). It is worth noting that the 
EIS measurements were performed on three electrodes. The module of impedance (|Z|) at 1 Hz was used to estimate the sensor’s 
response. Experimental data were then subjected to fitting using the ZView software. 

3.3. NMR and FT-IR measurement 

A proton nuclear magnetic resonance structural study was recorded at 500 MHz in deuterated chloroform on a Bruker AC 500 
spectrometer for NBD-Morph, and chemical shifts (δ) are reported in ppm relative to tetramethylsilane (TMS; δ = 0), as an internal 
reference. 

The PerkinElmer FT-IR was employed to record the FT-IR spectra of the material under study in a KBr pellet at room temperature. 
The spectral range for the sample was from 400 cm− 1 to 4000 cm− 1, with a spectral resolution of 0.5 cm− 1. 

3.4. Computational methods 

Recently, the hybrid functional B3LYP has been used to perform calculations on NBD derivatives. Consequently, some electro-
chemical and photo-physical properties have been accurately predicted in previous studies [19,36–39]. In line with these advance-
ments, we have adopted the same approach to explore the properties of the materials under investigation. 

The optimized geometry of the NBD-Morph molecule was achieved using the Gaussian 09 software [40]. Full calculations were 
performed in polar acetonitrile (CH3CN) and water by implementing the conductor-like polarizable continuum model (CPCM) [41–43] 
and the B3LYP (Becke three-parameter Lee-Yang-Parr) exchange-correlation functional DFT [44,45], utilizing the 6–31+g(d,p) and 
LanL2DZ basis sets. Meanwhile, the LanL2DZ basis set was investigated for complexation with Co2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, Ag+, Cu2+, Hg2+, 
Ni2+, and Zn2+. 

To compute 1H NMR chemical shifts, the Gauge-Independent Atomic Orbital (GIAO) [46] method was applied. 
DFT/B3LYP/6–31+g(d,p) level of theory was also employed to determine the vibrational frequencies of the title compound. For the 
vibrational analysis, the FT-IR spectrum has been registered in the range of 400–4000 cm− 1. The calculated normal mode vibrational 
frequencies and the TED (%) values were analyzed within the VEDA software [47]. 

In addition, various global reactivity parameters were determined based on the frontier molecular orbitals (FMOs). The HOMO and 
LUMO energy levels, the electronic gap energy (Eg), chemical potential (μ), global hardness (η), and global softness (σ) are determined 
and expressed through the subsequent formulas [48–50]: 

Eg=ELUMO − EHOMO Eq. (1)  

μ=(EHOMO +ELUMO ) / 2 Eq. (2)  

η=(ELUMO − EHOMO ) / 2 Eq. (3)  

σ = 1/ η Eq. (4) 

Moreover, we have computed the adsorption energy at the DFT/B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory in water using the equation given 
below: 

EAd/Solv =EComplex − (EMolecule +ECation) + EBSSE Eq. (5)  

Where: 
EComplex: The total energy of cations adsorbed on the NBD-Morph. 
EMolecule: The total energy of an isolated NBD-Morph. 
Ecation: The total energy of isolated cations (Co2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, Ag+, Cu2+, Hg2+, Ni2+, Zn2+). 
EBSSE: The counterpoise approach, which was employed to correct the Basis Set Superposition Error [51]. 
The Crystal Explorer 17.5 program [52] was used to produce the Hirshfeld (HS) surface analysis. Additionally, ELF and LOL an-

alyses were carried out using the software multiwfn_3.7 [53]. 
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4. Results and discussion 

4.1. Ground-state (S0) optimized structure of the studied ligand 

The DFT/B3LYP method was utilized to examine the structural parameters of NBD-Morph in gas state and in two distinct solvents, 
water or acetonitrile, using the 6–31+g(d,p) and LanL2DZ basis sets. The objective was to define the most stable geometry in the most 
appropriate solvent and basis set. The optimized structure of NBD-Morph with atomic numbering is depicted in Fig. 1. The calculated 
values are summarized in Table 1. It can be clearly seen that the highest values for both basis sets were found using water as the 
solvent. In this section, all calculations were performed in the solvent water. Their corresponding energy and dipole moment at DFT/ 
B3LYP/6–31+g(d,p) and DFT/B3LYP/LanL2DZ were found to be − 906.842832/-906.6488849 Hartree and 13.7320/15.2360 Debye, 
respectively. 

The conformer exhibiting low energy has been selected for subsequent optimization by the use of the B3LYP hybrid functional at 
6–31+g(d,p) and LanL2DZ basis sets. Table 2 presents the NBD-Morph molecule’s structural characteristics, such as bond lengths, 
bond angles, and torsion angles, which have been compared to those previously reported for analogous compounds [54,55]. 

Based on the structural information presented in Tables 2 and it is clear that the experimental results are consistent with theoretical 
predictions obtained at the B3LYP/6–31+g(d,p) level of theory. Interestingly, the optimized bond lengths of C3–C4, C3–N13, C5–C4, 
C6–H20, N15–O14, O14–N13, N16–O17, and N16–O18 are in close proximity to the experimental measurements. Likewise, it is found 
that some of the bond angles closely match the experimental values, which are present with C5–C4–N15, O17–N16–O18, 
O17–N16–C2, C5–C6–H20, and C2–C3–N13. It is clear to state that most of the computed bond lengths and bond angle values are 
slightly larger than the experimental ones. This difference can be explained by the fact that H-bonding interactions within the solid 
phase are not taken into account in the calculation [56,57]. According to Table 2, most of the calculated values are consistent with 
theoretical and experimental values from the literature. 

Mapping the molecular electrostatic potential (MEP) is an extremely valuable technique for examining the nucleophilic and 
electrophilic characteristics of the compound under investigation [58–61]. The MEP method has proven to be a fitting approach for 
determining the three-dimensional charge distributions of molecules. This is achieved by utilizing the optimized geometry at the 
B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory. As depicted in Fig. 2, red negative regions are related to electrophilic reactivity, and blue positive 
regions are ascribed to nucleophilic sites. Color-coded maps of the NBD-Morph were generated within the limits of 0.0460 a.u. and 
0.0460 a.u. MEP is among the best tools for determining intra- and inter-molecular interaction sites [62]. 

The MEP map reveals the negative area around the oxygen atoms (O10, O14, O17, and O18). The most negative potential region (red) 
is present around O17 and O18, which are linked with nitrogen atoms through a double bond (N16––O18) and a simple bond (N16–O17). 
Moreover, the positive MEP results are on hydrogen atoms of NBD-Morph. Regions of reduced electron density, namely σ-holes and 
π-holes, are commonly present in molecules. These regions often exhibit positive electrostatic potentials, facilitating attractive in-
teractions with negative sites and leading to the formation of noncovalent bonds. 

4.2. NMR spectral analysis 

NMR spectroscopy is an extremely suitable tool for the structural analysis of organic systems. The calculated and recorded 1H 
chemical shifts in deuterated chloroform (CDCl3) solution relative to tetramethylsilane (TMS) are given in Table 3. The computed and 
experimental 1H NMR spectra of the NBD-Morph ligand are illustrated in Figs. 3 and 4, respectively, for comparison. Note that all the 
chemical shifts are indexed with respect to the numbered atoms provided in Fig. 1. Consequently, the two aromatic protons (H19 and 
H20) of the studied compound exhibit double resonances within the range of 8.39 ppm and 6.27 ppm (vs. 8.93 ppm and 6.72 ppm) for 
the experimental spectrum (vs. the theoretical spectrum). 

Due to the presence of the nitro group (NO2) in the ortho-position of this hydrogen atom, the H19 proton had a higher unshielded 
signal than the H20 proton. Due to the strong electron delocalization in the benzene ring, these protons resonate at a slightly lower 

Fig. 1. The stable structure of NBD-Morph with atomic numbering.  
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field than those cited in the literature [63]. The aromatic ring protons detected in this range are attributed to a potent ICT that involves 
the thoroughly examined molecule. In fact, this is due to the effect of the nitro group on the 1H chemical shifts of benzene, which will 
be influenced by the inductive, resonance, and magnetic anisotropy effects [64]. H23, H24, H25, and H26 resonance signals were 
easily assigned. The shielded signals of these four protons appear as a singlet resonance in the 4.02 ppm range. As can be clearly seen, 
the computed 1H NMR shifts provide a satisfactory prediction of the measured data. Ultimately, the use of the DFT approach gives 
useful insights into the structural characteristics of the investigated title compound. 

It is interesting to note that the high δTheo theoretical value of 5.79 ppm is due to the presence of an intramolecular hydrogen bond 
between H28 and the nitrogen atom of the NBD ring. 

4.3. Infrared vibrational analysis 

Initially, the experimental identification of characteristic functional groups in the examined NBD-Morph compound was achieved 
through a detailed analysis of its infrared (IR) spectrum (see Fig. 5 and Table 4). The stretching bands indicative of various bonds, 
including but not limited to C–O, C–N, NO2, C––N, and aliphatic C–H bending, were carefully examined. Assigning these peaks serves 
as a crucial tool for elucidating the formation of the NBD-Morph product. Table 4 summarizes the prominent peaks and their respective 
functional groups in the studied NBD-Morph compound. 

To provide additional support for the ligand’s chemical structure, structural information about the material can be elucidated 
theoretically. Here, we have calculated the infrared (IR) vibrational spectrum and determined the corresponding vibrational fre-
quencies, which are then compared to those measured. The DFT/B3LYP/6–31+g(d,p) method has been applied to simulate the IR 
spectrum of the investigated compound. The obtained results were further analyzed via VEDA software [47]. For each normal mode, 

Table 1 
DFT/B3LYP/6–31+g(d,p) and LanL2DZ methods used to separately calculate the electronic and quantum chemical parameters for the NBD-Morph in 
water and in acetonitrile.   

DFT/B3LYP/6–31+g(d,p) DFT/B3LYP/LanL2DZ 

Water Acetonitrile Gas Water Acetonitrile Gas 

ET (a.u) − 906.84283 − 906.84234 − 906.82116 − 906.64888 − 906.64826 − 906.62053 
Eg (eV) 3.048 3.053 3.290 2.835 2.837 3.016 
EHOMO (eV) − 6.344 − 6.349 − 6.661 − 6.372 − 6.375 − 6.669 
ELUMO (eV) − 3.956 − 3.296 − 3.3707 − 3.536 − 3.537 − 3.653 
μ (eV) − 4.819 − 4.822 − 5.016 − 4.954 − 4.956 − 5.161 
η (eV) 1.524 1.526 1.645 1.417 1.418 1.508 
S (eV− 1) 0.3280 0.327 0.304 0.352 0.352 0.331 
μD (Debye) 13.732 13.577 8.409 15.236 15.093 9.518  

Table 2 
Calculated and experimental structural parameters of the NBD-Morph compound have been calculated. The bond lengths (Å), bond angles, and 
dihedral angles (◦), were calculated by the DFT/B3LYP/6–31+g(d,p) and DFT/B3LYP/LanL2DZ levels of theory.  

Bond Length (Å) 6-31+g(d,p) LanL2DZ aLitera. Bond Angles (◦) 6-31+g(d,p) LanL2DZ aLitera. 

C1–C2 1.377 1.391 1.545 C1–C2–C3 117.2 117.6 108.2 
C1–C6 1.412 1.414 1.508 C1–C6–C5 123.09 123.05 121.0 
C1–H19 1.084 1.085 1.006 C3–C5–C5 122.6 122.5 120.6 
C2–C3 1.429 1.431 1.496 C3–C4–N15 108.1 109.2 109.3 
C2–N16 1.446 1.448 1.544 C2–C3–N13 131.0 131.9 129.9 
C3–N13 1.322 1.350 1.289 C3–N13–O14 104.6 103.7 104.9 
C3–C4 1.445 1.461 1.425 C4–C3–C2 119.4 119.1 120.4 
C4–C5 1.455 1.461 1.439 C4–C5–C6 113.2 114.3 119.91 
C4–N15 1.320 1.344 1.297 C4–C5–N7 122.1 122.4 – 
C5–C6 1.399 1.413 1.320 C5–C4–N15 129.1 128.2 130.1 
C5–N7 1.370 1.376 – C2–C1–H19 117.6 117.4 102.0 
C6–H20 1.081 1.082 1.115 C6–C1–H19 119.01 119.3 114.0 
N7–C12 1.477 1.491 – C1–C6–H20 116.92 116.95 117.1 
N7–C8 1.467 1.483 – C5–C6–H20 119.9 119.9 120.7 
C8–C9 1.530 1.542 – N15–O14–N13 112.7 112.9 104.6 
C9–O10 1.418 1.456 – O17–N16–O18 124.6 123.7 125.1 
O10–C11 1.423 1.462 – O17–N16–C2 117.4 118.2 117.9 
C11–C12 1.524 1.535 – O18–N16–C2 117.8 118.0 117.0 
N15–O14 1.358 1.409 1.384 C6–C5–N7 123.5 123.3 – 
O14–N13 1.372 1.438 1.380 C8–N7–C12 112.77 112.72 – 
N16–O17 1.232 1.281 1.216 N7–C12–C11 110.4 110.7 – 
N16–O18 1.238 1.288 1.202 C12–C11–O10 111.3 110.7 – 
N16–C2 1.446 1.448 1.544 C9–O10–C11 110.3 110.3 –  

a Taken from Ref. [51,54]. 
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the total energy distribution (TED) among the symmetry coordinates of the molecules was computed. Thus, a complete vibrational 
assignment of the fundamental modes was proposed based on the calculated TED values and IR intensities. The animation option of 
Gauss View 06 allows us to visualize the different IR vibration modes resulting from the simulated spectrum. The IR absorption spectra, 
characteristic of both theoretical and experimental molecular vibrations of the NBD-Morph compound, are given in Fig. 5. Experi-
mentally observed IR bands, calculated frequencies, and their assignments are shown in Table 5. It is evident that performing DFT 
calculations yields a simulated spectrum that closely corresponds to the experimental one. 

The FT-IR spectra of NBD-Morph exhibited optical bands with their respective shifts due to the presence of multiple bonds. The 
studied molecule exhibits typical C–H vibrations and aromatic C–C vibrations. This type of vibration occurs when one or more rings 
that are more aromatic are present in the molecular structure. This can be easily determined from the stretching vibrations of the C–H 
and C–C rings. The C–H stretching vibration is typically observed at frequencies higher than 3000 cm− 1 and is often observed as a band 
with low to moderate intensity when compared to the stretching aliphatic C–H bonds [65]. Here, the C–H stretching vibration of the 
Benzofurazn ring is found in the IR spectrum at 3227 cm− 1. By using the B3LYP/6–31+g(d,p) level of theory, the same vibration is 
computed at 3237 cm− 1. Then, we observed a good agreement between the computed value and the measured data. As shown in the 
TED values, this mode (mode 26) implies an exact contribution of 96%, which suggests that it is a pure stretching mode. We find that 
the aromatic C–H stretching bonds are weakened by the decrease in dipole moment due to the reduction of the negative charge on the 
carbon atom. 

The C–H in-plane-bending vibration usually appears within the 1050-1520 cm− 1 range [46]. Here, the observed peaks of ab-
sorption in the FT-IR spectrum between 1193 cm− 1 and 1597 cm− 1 were associated with the C–H in plane bending vibrations. The 
computed vibrational frequencies for the C–H in plane bending vibrations were within the range of 1195–1589 cm− 1, showing 

Fig. 2. The MEP plot of NBD-Morph at the DFT/B3LYP/LanL2DZ level of theory.  

Table 3 
Experimental and computed 1H NMR chemical shifts for the NBD-Morph ligand.  

Atom δExp (ppm) δTheo (ppm) 

H19 8.39 8.93 
H20 6.27 6.72 
H21 3.89 3.60 
H22 3.64 
H27 3.62 
H28 5.79 
H23 4.02 4.13 
H24 4.34 
H25 4.31 
H26 4.27  
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significant agreement with the experimental results. The IR-active C–H in-plane bending mode of the NBD-Morph appears at 1482 
cm− 1, exhibiting a pronounced TED contribution of 62%. Most of the computed vibrational frequencies are assigned to C––C and C–C 
stretching modes, in good agreement with the experiment results. 

The range between 1200 and 1650 cm− 1 is predicted for the phenyl group’s carbon-carbon stretching modes. According to 
Ref. [46], the vibrations related to the stretching of C–C bonds are estimated to occur between the ranges of 800 and 1700 cm− 1. 
Generally, the characteristics of the substitutes [66] do not significantly alter these frequencies, which are crucial and distinctly 
associated with the aromatic ring itself. 

The IR C–C stretching vibration bands were found around 611, 830, 1027, 1597, and 1643 cm− 1 with a significant contribution 
from TED. Hence, the FT-IR bands observed at 733 and 905 cm− 1 in the title compound have been assigned to C–C–C in plane bending 
vibrations. These vibrational frequencies are comparable to those previously reported in the literature for these groups [67]. Typically, 
it is extremely difficult to differentiate between the C–N and C––N vibrations due to the possibility of multiple bands overlapping in this 
spectral region [68]. The C–N stretching vibration is typically observed at 1307 and 1382 cm− 1 for benzotriazole, while for benzamid, 
the stretching of the C–N bond is detected at 1368 cm− 1 [69]. 

Fig. 3. Theoretical 1H NMR spectrum of NBD-Morph.  

Fig. 4. Experimental 1H NMR spectrum of the NBD-Morph.  
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Fig. 5. Experimental and calculated FT-IR spectra for the NBD-Morph.  

Table 4 
Prominent peaks and their respective functional groups in the NBD-Morph studied compound.  

Groups Appearance Frequency (cm− 1) 

C–O Stretching strong 1214 
C–N Stretching medium 1203 
C––N Stretching medium 1602 
NO2 Stretching Strong 1549 
Aliphatic C–H Stretching Weak, broad 2872  

Table 5 
Experimental and computed vibrational frequencies (cm− 1).  

THO EXP Vibration *+TED (≥10%) 

608 611 C1C2 STRE(19) + C2C3 STRE(15) + C4N15O14N13 TORS(66) + N7C4C6C5 oop(13) 
658 646 N7C4C6C5 oop (30) + C8C12C5N7 oop (14) + C3N13O14N15 TORS (23) 
739 733 C6C1C2 BEND (12) 
745 744 O18C2O17N16 oop (75) 
770 773 C1C2C3C4 TORS(18) + C3N13O14N15 TORS(16) + C4N15O4N13 TORS (16) + N7C4C6C5 oop(13) + O18C2O17N16 oop(10) 
821 830 O14N13 STRE(58) + O10C11 STRE(28) + N7C12 STRE(18) + C11C12 STRE(12) + H20C6C5N7 TORS(66) + H19C1C6C TORS(13) 
908 905 O10C9 STRE(11) + N7C8 STRE(11) + O10C11 STRE(11) + O14N13 STRE(11) + C5C6C1 BEND(10) 
958 992 O14C9 STRE(57) + N13O14N15 BEND(19) + O10C11C12 BEND(14) + C11C12N7 BEND(14) + H19C1C6C5 TORS(58) 
1026 1027 C11C12 STRE(34) + O14N15 STRE(11) + N16C2 STRE(10) + N7C8 STRE(10) + C9O10C11 BEND(12) + N13O14N15 BEND(17) 
1071 1084 O14N15 STRE(10) + N13O14N15 BEND(23) + C8N7C12 BEND(13) + O10C11C12N7 TORS(11) 
1120 1119 O10C9 STRE(15)+ O10C11 STRE(18) + O10C11C12N7 TORS(10)+

C9O10C11C12 –TORS(12) + C8C12C5N7 oop(10) 
1195 1193 N7C8 STRE(21)+ N7C12 STRE(10)+ H19C1C6 BEND(15) 
1264 1251 O17N16 STRE(10)+ O18N16 STRE(17)+ C4N15O14 BEND(14)+ H21C8C9 BEND(12)+ H24C9H23 BEND(22)+ H26C11H25 BEND(27)+

H22C8N7C12 oopt(11) 
1306 1303 H21C8C9 BEND(14)+ H25C11O10 BEND(13)+ H22C8N7C12 oopt(10) 
1330 1326 H23C9O10 BEND(33) + H25C11O10 BEND(27) 
1356 1349 O17N16 STRE(11)+ H27C12N7 BEND(10) + C3N13O14 BEND(16) + N13O14N15 BEND(12) + H24C9O10C11 oopt (10) 
1406 1389 N15C4 STRE(12)+ C4N15O14 BEND(10) + C3N13O14 BEND(16)+

N13O14N15 BEND(12) + H27C12N7C8 TORS(20) 
1470 1482 N15C4 STRE(15) + C6C1 STRE(16) + C5C6 STRE(14) + C2C3 STRE(20) + H22C8H21 BEND(62) 
1510 1545 O17N16 STRE(14)+ O18N16 STRE(15)+ H24C9H23 BEND(33)+

H26C11H25 BEND(38) 
1589 1597 C1C2 STRE(12) + C6C1 STRE(12) + N7C5 STRE(11) + H19C1C6 BEND(15) 
1646 1643 N13C3 STRE(30) + N15C4 STRE(20) + C1C2 STRE(10) + C5C6 STRE(11) + C2C3 STRE(11) 
3017 2865 C11H26 STRE(60)+ C9H23 STRE(31) 
3048 2992 C8H22 STRE(92) 
3125 3125 C9H24 STRE(76)+ C11H25 STRE(17) 
3169 3170 C8H21 STRE(93) 
3227 3216 C1H19 STRE(96) 

STRE: stretching; BEND: bending; oop: out of plane; TORS: torsion, oopt: out of plane torsion. 
* Most harmonic patterns are composed of various local modes. This table lists only the local modes that have the highest impact. 
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Sundaraganesan and colleagues [70] have attributed the stretching frequencies of C–N and C––N band vibrations to 1302 cm− 1 and 
1689 cm− 1, respectively. Kahovec and team [71], on the other hand, have assigned the stretching frequency of C––N as 1617 cm− 1. 
Ultimately, all C–N and C––N infrared spectral ranges were computationally assessed. The DFT/B3LYP approach predicts the N–O 
stretching vibrations at 821 cm− 1 (TED = 58%), 908, 1026, 1071, 1264, 1356, and 1510 cm− 1, and these frequencies are consistent 
with those experimentally detected. 

4.4. NBD-morph adsorption to heavy metal cations (Co2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, Ag+, Cu2+, Hg2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+) 

4.4.1. Structural, adsorption energy, and selectivity 
Recently, the theoretical study of adsorption phenomena has become mandatory to understand the mechanisms of interactions 

between a chemical compound and such guests. In addition, the chemical groups that form the donor-acceptor couple with the guests 
must be visualized. In this work, we evaluated the ability and capacity of NBD-Morph to adsorb heavy cations. The interpretations of 
the interaction mechanisms have been taken into account. The charge transfer and adsorption energy formed between the NBD-Morph 
molecule and the cations have been discussed. The stable structures of all possible complexation of the cations with the synthesized 
molecule are shown in Fig. 6. The adsorption energies of all the conformations are outlined in Table 6. We have complexed our system 
by adding such a cation to all the acceptor sites that contain electronegative atoms of the oxygen type. Therefore, in this case, we will 

Fig. 6. The optimized structures of the NBD-Morph-X complexes (X = Co2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, Ag+, Cu2+, Hg2+, Ni2+, and Zn2+).  
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compare all the complexes to deduce the selective acceptor sites of the cations and to show the selectivity and sensitivity of NBD-Morph 
for these cations. In addition, we can mention which types of cations among the tested lists are more adsorbed by this molecule, which 
will be important in the near future when using this material in real applications. Concerning the NBD-Morph-Co2+ complexes, it is 
shown that the most stable complex is that of Pos.3. To achieve stabilization, d-electrons surrounding Co2+ engage in robust elec-
trostatic interactions with the valence electrons of oxygen. NBD-Morph-Co2+/Pos.3 has an adsorption energy of approximately 
− 67.47 kcal/mol. NBD-M-Pb2+/Pos.1 is found to be more stable than Pos.2 and 3. The Pb2+ cation is stabilized by an adsorption 
energy of − 285.05 kcal/mol. Therefore, an evident electrostatic interaction forms between the oxygen atom, rich in electrons and 
linked to two nitrogen atoms, and the Pb2+ cation. This interaction may have a covalent nature, given the subsequent delocalization of 
electron density in the region between oxygen and the heavy metal Pb. From the adsorption energy values, it is indicated that the NBD- 
Morph molecule is very selective, more sensitive to Pb2+ than Co2+ cations. The contact between the Mg2+ and Ag + cations and the 
NBD-Morph compound has two adsorption energies in the order of − 34.22 and − 106.27 kcal/mol, respectively. It has been noted that 
NBD-Morph displays greater selectivity towards Ag + as compared to the Mg2+ cation. Both metal cations are stabilized by electrostatic 
forces between d-electrons and the valence electrons of oxygen. 

Consequently, charge transfer occurs between the two cations and two oxygen atoms. The NBD-Morph-Cu2+ and NBD-Morph- 
Hg2+ complexes are shown to be stabilized by two adsorption energies around − 118.24 and − 23.18 kcal/mol, respectively. It is 
concluded that the studied system is more selective and reactive to Cu2+ than Hg2+. 

The more stable cation is stabilized by its interaction with the oxygen atoms located in front of it. As a result, d-electrons sur-
rounding the Cu2+ cation directly interact with the valence electrons of the electronegative atom, forming a coupling donor-acceptor, 
Cu–O. It is apparent that nickel is more stable when it is located in a sandwich between two acceptor atoms (Pos.2). This atom is fixed 
by forming two electrostatic forces with two symmetrical oxygen atoms. Therefore, the d-electrons of the Ni cation serve as both a 
double donor and acceptor, leading to the formation of O–Ni–O interactions. The calculated Ead is determined to be − 78.28 kcal/mol. 
In contrast, Zn2+ exhibits greater stability when captured near a single oxygen atom, as visualized in Fig. 7 (Pos.3). The NBD-Morph- 
Zn2+ complex is characterized by an adsorption energy in the range of − 31.79 kcal/mol. NBD-Morph is found to be more selective 
toward the Ni2+ cation than the Zn2+ cation. According to the adsorption energy, charge transfer mechanism, selectivity, and 
reactivity properties, it is clear that the NBD-Morph molecule is suitable to adsorb heavy metals where the cation is located in front of 
the oxygen atoms of the heterocyclic, which contains one oxygen atom and one nitrogen atom (Pos. 3). It is also concluded that when 
this molecule adsorbs a cation on a sandwich between two oxygen atoms or when the cation exists in front of an oxygen and two 
nitrogen atoms, it has an average capacity to attack the cation. 

If, in summary, the efficiency of NBD-Morph for adsorbing heavy cations is rearranged as follows: NBD-Morph-Pb2+ < NBD- 
Morph-Cu2+ < NBD-Morph-Ag+ < NBD-Morph-Ni2+ <NBD-Morph-Zn2+ <NBD-Morph-Hg2+. The mechanism of charge transfer 
and the formation of donor and acceptor, as well as the type of cation-binding interaction in such an active site, are well identified 
using MEP-3D and HS-2D fingerprint plots in the following paragraph. 

4.4.2. QTAIM topological analyses 
The use of QTAIM analysis [72–75] has been progressing consistently as a powerful method for displaying the qualities and cat-

egories of forces that develop during the interactions between electron donors and electron withdrawing groups. This method 

Table 6 
The computed adsorption energies of studied systems at the B3LYP-D3/LanL2DZ level of theory.  

Complex/position Ead + EBSSE (a.u) Ead + EBSSE (eV) Ead + EBSSE (kcal/mol) 

NBD-Morph-Co2+/Pos.1-3 − 0,087755283 − 2,387935332 − 55,06644008 
− 0,104122073 − 2,833296965 − 65,33660081 
− 0,10753498 − 2,926166601 − 67,47819995 

NBD-Morph-Pb2+/Pos.1-3 0,454272281 12,36133932 285,0558563 
0,402316956 10,94756738 252,4538899 
0,423258943 11,51742608 265,5949867 

NBD-Morph-Mg2+/Pos.1-3 − 0,032014558 − 0,871157742 − 20,08913515 
− 0,051801911 − 1,409597341 − 32,50569915 
− 0,054539432 − 1,484088846 − 34,22349358 

NBD-Morph-Ag+/Pos.1-3 − 0,161230467 − 4,387290607 − 101,172118 
− 0,166722863 − 4,536745842 − 104,6185965 
− 0,169362447 − 4,608572354 − 106,2749355 

NBD-Morph-Cu2+/Pos.1-3 − 0.171207662 − 4.658783053 − 107.4328079 
− 0,183354506 − 4,989314469 − 115,0549525 
− 0,188444608 − 5,127822762 − 118,2489915 

NBD-Morph-Hg2+/Pos.1-3 − 0,036955606 − 1,005610082 − 23,18964277 
− 0,032949315 − 0,896593695 − 20,67569516 
− 0,034235736 − 0,931598883 − 21,48292434 

NBD-Morph-Ni2+/Pos.1-3 − 0,073970512 − 2,012833793 − 46,41649628 
− 0,124762004 − 3,394936319 − 78,28815751 
− 0,08846556 − 2,407262893 − 55,5121389 

NBD-Morph-Zn2+/Pos.1-3 − 0,028569801 − 0,777421426 − 17,92755013 
− 0,050415077 − 1,371859785 − 31,63546082 
− 0,050675168 − 1,378937199 − 31,79866792  
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describes the bonding path between the two systems by mapping the critical points between the atoms that form the interaction. At 
each bond critical point (BCP), topological parameters can be determined, including the electron density (ρ(r)), the Laplacian of 
electron density (∇2ρ(r)), the kinetic energy density (G(r)), the potential energy density (V(r)), and the interaction energy (EHB). These 
parameters have been arranged in Table 7. QTAIM plots of the most stable complexes (NBD-Morph-Pb2+/Pos.1, NBD-Morph--
Cu2+/Pos.2, NBD-Morph-Ag+/Pos.3, and NBD-Morph-Ni2+/Pos.2) are also visualized in Fig. 7. It is shown that the electron density of 
NBD-Morph-Pb2+ varies from 0.0141 a.u. to 0.0232 a.u. The Laplacian ranges from 0.0659 a.u. to 0.0920 a.u. A positive value of 
∇2ρ(r) indicates the formation of covalent bonds in these BCPs. In BCP 4, the |V(r)|/G(r) ratio is found to be around 1.17542 a.u. This 
value is higher than the unit (|V(r)|/G(r) > 1). The covalent nature of the bond between the Pb2+ cation and the NBD-Morph compound 
is clarified based on the Bianchi et al. [76] rule. This finding is strongly supported by the significant interaction energy (EHB) value of 
− 45.82 kJ mol− 1. 

As illustrated in Fig. 7, it can be observed that Pb2+ established a single covalent bond with the oxygen atom of NBD-Morph to 
maintain stability within every active region. The QTAIM results show that the NBD molecule is selective for the Pb2+ cation. In the 
case of NBD-Morph-Cu2+, it is observed that the Cu2+ cation forms two coordination bonds with NBD-Morph to achieve stabilization. 
These two interactions are responsible for the efficiency of the capture of the NBD molecule by the Cu2+ cation. These bonds are 
established between a copper cation and two oxygen acceptor atoms of the NBD molecule. It shows a ρ(r) in the range of 
0.0102–0.0750 a.u. The higher Laplacian values are observed in BCP 4, 5, which are equal to 0.4606 a.u. and 0.4586 a.u., respectively. 
The positive Laplacian values mean that these bonding interactions are covalent. The Cu2+ cation is stabilized by two coordination 
bonds with NBD-Morph, with bond energies in the order of − 153.59 and − 154.90 kJ mol− 1. 

The |V(r)|/G(r) ratio for BCP 4 and BCP 5 appears greater than or equal to unit. These findings indicate that the interaction is a 
covalent bond, hence the good selectivity of the NBD-Morph molecule to the Cu2+ cation. In comparison between the NBD-Morph- 
Pb2+ and the NBD-Morph-Cu2+, it is concluded that the NBD is more selective for the copper cation than plumb. From Fig. 7, it is 
obtained that Ni2+ is stabilized in its interaction with the NBD compound by the formation of two covalent interactions. These 
bindings are characterized by greater interaction energies of − 197.30 (BCP4) and − 195.07 (BCP5) kJ.mol-1, respectively. Further-
more, these findings are strongly supported by significant electron densities of 0.0890 atomic units and 0.0882 atomic units, 
respectively. In these BCPs, the Laplacian is obtained around 0.5000 a.u. The positive value of ∇2ρ(r) justifies that the nickel is well 
stabilized by the covalent bond. As a result, the NBD molecule is highly selective for the Ni2+ cation. In another scenario, if other metals 
coexist in the same environment as nickel, NBD-Morph can potentially interact with various metals, thereby reducing the detection 
effectiveness of Ni2+. 

For the NBD-M-Ag+ complex, it is obtained that the Ag+ is stabilized by covalent interaction with the oxygen atom of the NBD- 
Morph. This interaction has a higher energy value of around − 64.98 kJ.mol-1. In BCP4, it is found that ρ(r) ¼ 0.0378 a.u. and 
∇2ρ(r) ¼ 0.2018 a.u. It is concluded from the higher electron density and the lower Laplacian at the level of BCP4 that this interaction 
is the strongest one. Therefore, the NBD-Morph is suitable to capture the Ag+ cation. In comparison to the results, we confirmed that 
NBD-Morph is more selective for Cu2+ and Ni2+ than Ag+ and Pb2+. Finally, the topological QTAIM analysis indicates that the NBD- 
Morph my serve as an efficient probe for Ni2+. 

4.4.3. MEP plots and Hirshfeld surface analyses 
The Hirshfeld surface (HS) and two-dimensional (2D) fingerprint diagrams are effective methods for understanding the intermo-

lecular interactions between atoms [77–79]. Herein, we examined the dnorm utilizing the shape index to demonstrate that the cation is 
supported by powerful interactions. Furthermore, the MEPs mapping of the most stable complexes were produced to illustrate the 

Table 7 
The topological parameters (in a.u.): ρ(r), ∇2ρ(r), (G(r), V(r), Eint, in kJ.mol− 1 at selected BCPs.  

Complexes BCPs ρ(r) ∇2ρ(r) G(r) V(r) |V(r)|/G(r) EHB 

NBD-Morph-Pb2þ BCP1 0.0150 0.0672 0.0146 − 0.0112 0.78 − 14.04 
BCP2 0.0232 0.092 0.0216 − 0.0199 0.92 − 26.12 
BCP3 0.0141 0.0659 0.0133 − 0.0102 0.76 − 13.42 
BCP4 0.0567 0.2347 0.0297 − 0.0349 1.17542 − 45.82 

NBD-Morph-Cu2þ BCP1 0.0149 0.0674 0.0137 − 0.0107 0.78 − 14.04 
BCP2 0.2030 0.0920 0.0214 − 0.0198 0.92 − 25.99 
BCP3 0.0102 0.0487 0.0095 − 0.0068 0.71 − 8.92 
BCP4 0.0749 0.4586 0.0116 − 0.1175 1.00 − 153.59 
BCP5 0.0750 0.4606 0.0116 − 0.1181 1.01 − 154.90 

NBD-Morph-Ni2þ BCP1 0.0151 0.0678 0.0169 − 0.0108 0.63 − 14.17 
BCP2 0.0232 0.0923 0.0215 − 0.0200 0.93 − 26.25 
BCP3 0.0099 0.0474 0.0092 − 0.0066 0.71 − 8.66 
BCP4 0.0890 0.5007 0.1377 − 0.1503 1.09 − 197.30 
BCP5 0.0882 0.4977 0.1365 − 0.1486 1.08 − 195.07 

NBD-Morph-Agþ BCP1 0.0149 0.0676 0.0138 0.0030 0.77 − 14.04 
BCP2 0.0234 0.0932 0.0218 0.14 0.93 − 26.64 
BCP3 0.0123 0.0580 0.0116 0.0029 0.75 − 11.42 
BCP4 0.0378 0.2018 0.0500 0.0004 0.99 − 64.98  
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impact of the existence of metallic cations on the electrophilic or nucleophilic index of the NBD-Morph compound [80]. Moreover, 
looking at MEP surfaces is very useful to recognize the sites of electron acceptor and electron donor populations in the presence of 
metal cations. MEP, HS, and the 2D fingerprint plots encompassing interactions (100% total) within the studied compound and the 
Cu2+, Ni2+, Ag+, and Pb2+ cations are shown in Figs. 8–10, respectively. 

From MEP plots (see Fig. 8), it is obtained that there are negative electron concentrations at the NBD surface levels and positive 
electron concentrations surrounding Cu and Ni cations. This result deduces that there is a donor-acceptor couple between the com-
pound and the guest. From the MEP plots, it is deduced that the O–Cu–O group appears positively charged. This idea may be explained 
by the fact that the lone pair electrons of the oxygen atoms are torn off by the nearby N and H atoms, while the electrons given up by the 
cations are placed in the empty orbitals surrounding the oxygen atoms; hence, the appearance of electrophile sites surrounds the 
O–Cu/Ni–O groups. Concerning the NBD-Morph-Ag+ complex, it is noted that dark red spots surround the group O–N–O, while the 
entourage of the other groups appears pale red. It is shown that the binding site between Ag and NBD-Morph is practically non-colored, 
explaining that all the valence electrons are taken and the others are attracted by the other part of NBD-Morph containing excess 
oxygen acceptor electrons. Furthermore, in the NBD-Morph-Pb2+ complex, there are light red spots surrounding the O–N–O group and 
a light blue spot surrounding the cation. This observation indicates that, despite the fact that the electrons given up by the metal cation 
still react with the oxygen to form a covalent bond; the valence electrons of the N atoms are absorbed by the Pb2+ cation. 

To understand the nature of bindings and the group that promotes the interactions between Cu2+, Ni2+, Ag+, and Pb2+ cations 
and the NBD-Morph compound, we studied the Hirshfeld surface analysis parameters: dnorm, shape index, and curvedness, as depicted 

Fig. 7. QTAIM graphs of the NBD-Morph-Pb2+ (a), NBD-Morph-Cu2+ (b), NBD-Morph-Ag+ (c), and NBD-Morph-Ni2+ (d) complexes.  
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in Fig. 9 (a, b, c, and d). The dnorm values of NBD-Morph-Cu2+ ranged from − 1.237 (red) to 3.594 Å (blue); for NBD-M-Ni2+, the dnorm 
values ranged from − 1.239 Å to 5.156 Å, while the dnorm value for NBD-M-Ag+ varies from − 1.237 to 5.356 Å, and the HS analysis of 
NBD-Morph-Pb2+ showed dnorm values between − 1.239 Å and 5.692 Å. The shape index values for all the complexes are varied be-
tween 1 (concave) and − 1 (convex). The curvedness varies, ranging from − 4 to 0.4 Å. As shown in Fig. 9, the curvedness surfaces of all 
complexes clearly indicate that green or yellowish green colors surround the active site for the studied complexes, justifying the fixing 
of the cations in their sites by covalent interactions. Moreover, in Fig. 10, we present a comprehensive representation of the 2D 
fingerprint plots, which capture the most important interactions observed between cations and the NBD-Morph compound under 
investigation. Additionally, we depict the percentage distribution of contact contributions for each complex using a pie chart. 

Starting with Cu2+ shows that a red spot can be seen between the metal cation and the two oxygen atoms. This concept verifies the 
QTAIM investigations showing that the Cu2+ ion is stabilized by two covalent interactions. Based on the 2D fingerprint diagrams, it is 
inferred that the dominant bonding interactions involve Cu⋯O and Cu⋯H, which account for 79.4 % and 13.10 % of the total system 
packing, respectively. The atoms N and C do not intervene in the binding site, which is characterized by minor interactions involving 
Cu⋯N and Cu⋯C comprising almost 3.7 % and 2.3 % of all interactions, respectively. The sharp peak appearing in Fig. 2D-fingerprint 
plot is a good sign that the cation is fixed by covalent interactions. It has been determined that the NBD-Morph compound is 
appropriate for capturing the Cu2+ ion. Concerning the NBD-Morph-Ni2+ complex, it is also evident in the dnorm and shape index; the 
appearance of the red spots deduces that there is a formation of the double donor-acceptor between the Ni and the two close 
neighboring oxygen atoms. The fingerprint plot shows that the Ni⋯H, and Ni⋯O contacts comprise 16.40 % and 76.40 % of the total 
Hirshfeld surface area, respectively. Ni⋯C/C⋯N contacts make the least contribution to the total Hirshfeld surface area, with 3.10 % 
and 2.80 %, respectively. Therefore, the major interaction is Ni⋯O, and it promotes binding for cation stability in each active region. It 
is deduced that the NBD-Morph is very suitable for Ni2+ sensors. About the Ag + cation, from the dnorm Figures, it is noted that there are 
large red spots between the cations and their close neighboring atoms, but it appears that the Ag⋯O interaction is predominant, with a 
contribution of approximately 74.60 %. Ag⋯H/H⋯Ag is the second most significant contribution in the NBD-Morph-Ag+, with a 
percentage of 16.50 %. The other atoms have minor interactions. The sharp peak obtained from the 2D fingerprint plot confirms the 
QTAIM study that the Ag+ cation is bound by a covalent interaction. Ultimately, it has been determined that NBD-Morph exhibits high 
selectivity towards the Ag+ ion. Finally, the HS/2D fingerprint plot indicates that Pb2+ is well stabilized through coordination bonding 
with the NBD-Morph compound, as evident from the dnorm and shape index. It is concluded from HS/2D-fingerprint plots that Ni2+

forms the strongest interaction with O atoms in each active region, indicating the stronger stability of the O⋯Ni⋯O interactions than 
other bindings. 

A correlation between MEP and HS/2D fingerprint plots indicates that the NBD-Morph-X (X = Cu2+, Ni2+, Ag+, or Pb2+) complexes 
are very efficient to use as a sensitive layer in sensor design. 

4.4.4. ELF-LOL topography 
The electron localization function (ELF) is an efficient theory to show the electron occupation sites after sensing cations [81–83]. It 

is indicated that a donor-acceptor couple exists between selected cations and the NBD-Morph molecule. As a result, the NBD-Morph’s 
sensitivity to Cu2+, Ni2+, Ag+, and Pb2+ cations has been confirmed. The ELF theory is elaborated by Becke and Edgecombe [84]. 

Fig. 8. MEP plots of the investigated stable complexes. The red color denotes negative potential sites, while blue represents positive ones. A yellow- 
green color is used to indicate neutral potential sites. 
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Domingo has utilized this theory to demonstrate the most reactive compound among the three atomic components (TACs) and their 
reactivity’s in [3 + 2] cycloaddition reactions [85]. In addition, we have studied the LOL topography to show the localization of the 
lone pair electron in the binding interaction regions [86,87]. Accordingly, we can verify the presence of coordinate covalent 

Fig.9. Hirshfeld surfaces mapped with dnorm, shape index, and curvedness of NBD-Morph-Cu2+ (a), NBD-Morph-Ni2+ (b), NBD-Morph-Ag+ (c), and 
NBD-Morph-Pb2+(c). 
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Fig. 10. 2D fingerprint plots and relative contributions of various intermolecular interactions to the Hirshfeld surface areas in NBD-Morph-Cu2+, 
NBD-Morph-Ag+, NBD-Morph-Pb2+, and NBD-Morph-Ni2+ of the bonding interactions between cations and the NBD-Morph molecule. 
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interactions between cations and NBD-Morph. Herein, we have investigated the ELF and LOL theories based on the localization of the 
BCPs in all active regions. The 2D-ELF maps are computed. The 2D-ELF and 3D-LOL plots are depicted in Fig. 11. In the 
NBD-Morph-Cu2+ complex, as revealed by 2D-ELF, it is evident that the red patch around the atoms involved in coordination with the 
metal ions is significantly reduced. Additionally, 3D-LOL illustrates several large pink spots around the two-acceptor oxygen atoms, 
suggesting the presence of excess non-binding electrons responsible for covalent interactions with the Cu2+ cation. A non-bonded pair 
in the valence shells of two oxygen atoms can undergo a covalent interaction with the Cu2+cation. 

This finding corroborates our QTAIM results, indicating that copper cations are stabilized through coordination bonding with NBD- 
Morph in each active region. The ELF value varies from 0.8 to 1 a.u. It is inferred that NBD-Morph exhibits high selectivity for the Cu2+

cation. In Fig. 11, a faint red spot surrounding a blue color indicates a delocalization of electron density, leading to the fixation of this 
ion through a coordination-covalent interaction with the oxygen atoms in front. The 3D-LOL plots, revealing numerous scattered pink 
spots away from the interaction area, support this finding. This observation suggests that the non-binding lone pairs are strengthened 
by the electrostatic forces exerted by the d-electrons around the cation, particularly away from the region of interactions. This outcome 
can be elucidated by the instability of the interaction between O–Ni–O in comparison to O–Cu–O. The ELF value is around 0.8 a.u. 
NBD-Morph exhibits selective reactivity to the Ni2+ cation. Moreover, it is noteworthy that the interaction environment between the 
Ag+ cation and the oxygen acceptor atom is characterized by a reduced quantity of unshared pairs in the oxygen valence shell, as 
illustrated by the LOL plots. This observation is further confirmed by the absence of the large pink spot between Ag+ and O. Addi-
tionally, the LOL plots in the figure suggest an unstable interaction between Ag and O. Furthermore, in the 2D-ELF analysis, a blue 
circle around the Ag+ cation reveals the presence of a delocalized electron cloud around it. 

The ELF value appears on the active site, varying from 0.6 a.u. to 0.75 a.u. From Fig. 3D-LOL, the Pb–O bond appeared stable 
compared to the Ag–O bond. In Fig. 11, concerning NBD-Morph-Pb2+, regions with high ELF (1 a.u.) are observed around the Pb ion, 
indicating the presence of highly localized bonding and non-bonding electrons in this area. This facilitates the formation of a coor-
dinate covalent bond with our material. NBD-Morph is able to capture the Pb2+ cation, but the Pb–O interaction is less stable than that 
of the O–Cu–O and O–Ag–O bindings. 

The 2D-ELF and 3D-LOL plots have shown and confirmed that the NBD-Morph-X (Cu2+, Ni2+, Ag+, and Pb2+) complex is very 
powerful for use in the manufacture of a high-performance chemical sensor. 

4.4.5. Chemical sensor response for Ni2+ cation 

4.4.5.1. Impedimetric detection. The electrochemical response of NBD-Morph/Pt towards nickel was investigated using electro-
chemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS). Fig. 12-a illustrates the Nyquist plot of the ligand/Ni2+ complex upon addition of Ni2+ ions 
(from 10− 6 to 10− 3 M). It has been stated that the diameter of impedance spectra of the NBD-Morph-modified electrode significantly 
reduced upon varying Ni2+ concentrations. A clear change was evidently observed when the nickel detection membrane interacted 
with NBD-Morph, particularly at lower frequencies where the most significant variation was detected. To determine the performance 
of our electrochemical sensor, we plotted the calibration curve, as shown in Fig. 12-b. 

This figure depicts the change in log (Z0/Z) at a frequency value equal to 1 Hz as a function of the logarithm of nickel concentration, 
where Z0 and Z present the impedance values before and after the injection of nickel, respectively. The sensor was found to respond 
linearly to nickel concentrations ranging from 10− 10 M to 10− 5 M in accordance with the following equation: log (Z0/Z) = 0.04 × log 
(Ni2+) + 0.26, with a correlation coefficient of R2 = 0.97, where the slope is − 0.01 of the sensor sensitivity. The sensor’s limit of 
detection (LOD) was approximated to be 8.63.10− 7 using the equation LOD = (3 standard deviations)/slope. Thus, the NBD-Morph 
compound is recommended as a sensor element, demonstrating its potential strength in the design of chemical sensors. 

4.4.5.2. Selectivity study. We explored potential interferences in the quantitative measurement of nickel on a platinum electrode 
modified with NBD-Morph by introducing interfering ions at concentrations 100-fold higher than that of Ni2+ ions. Various interfering 
ions, including Co2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, Ag+, Cu2+, Hg2+, and Zn2+, were subjected to testing (see Table 8 and Fig. 13). 

The results revealed that the impedance signal of Ni2+ exhibited a variation of less than 6% in the presence of these interferents. 
Consequently, the proposed sensor demonstrates good selectivity for accurately determining Ni2+. 

4.4.5.3. Equivalent circuit modeling in EIS. The Nyquist spectra exhibit a distinct semicircle with a broad diameter, indicating the 
overlap of two semicircles. The equivalent circuit depicted in Fig. 14 can effectively model the experimental data. 

This circuit consists of two components arranged in series with the electrolyte resistance (Rs). The first component, observed at 
higher frequencies and characterizing the electrochemical phenomena at the electrolyte/film interface, includes a film resistance (Rm) 
and a film capacitance (CPEf). The second component, at low frequencies, comprises (Rct, CPEdl) and describes the electrochemical 
phenomena occurring at the Pt/aqueous solution interface. In this context, Rct represents the charge transfer resistance, and CPEdl 
represents double-layer capacitance. 

The impedance of a Constant Phase Element (CPE) in an electrical circuit can be expressed using the following equation: ZCPE =
1

Q(jw)
n. where Q (F) is a frequency-independent factor that provides information about homogeneity, roughness, and surface porosity, j 

is the imaginary number, ω (rad.s− 1) is the angular frequency, and n is a correction factor (0 < n < 1). The values derived from the 
fitting model are summarized in Table 9. 

The solution resistance (Rs) remains nearly consistently stable across all concentrations of nickel. Both the values of CPEf and CPEdl 
are unaffected by the increasing nickel concentration, while both the film resistance (Rf) and the charge transfer resistance (Rct) exhibit 
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Fig. 11. 2D-ELF and 3D-LOL plots of the most stable complexes.  
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a noteworthy decrease with the rising nickel concentration. On the one hand, the film resistance decreases as the nickel concentration 
increases. This trend could be attributed to an improvement in the ionic conductivity of the NBD-Morph film. Moreover, the charge 
transfer resistance diminishes with the addition of nickel, indicating an enhanced electron transfer to the Pt/electrolyte interface with 
the introduction of nickel ions into the electrolyte solution. 

5. Conclusion 

In this paper, the complexation behavior of the NBD-Morph ligand towards metal cations (Co2+, Pb2+, Mg2+, Ag+, Cu2+, Hg2+, 
Ni2+, and Zn2+) has been investigated. The NBD-Morph ligand structure was confirmed through FT-IR and 1H NMR spectroscopic 
analyses. Theoretical predictions, based on the DFT/B3LYP method, were validated by comparing calculated IR and 1H NMR spectra 

Fig. 12. Nyquist plot (a) and the variation of log (Z0/Z) (b) of the structures after the addition of Ni2+ ions.  

Table 8 
Influence of interfering ions on the impedance response to 
10− 5 M Ni2+ in ammonium acetate buffer at pH 7.  

Interferents Impedance change 

Co2+ 3.1 % 
Pb2+ 5.1 % 
Mg2+ 3.7 % 
Cu2+ 5.2 % 
Hg2+ 3.4 % 
Zn2+ 5.5 % 
Ag+ 2.8 %  
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with experimental data. QTAIM-DFT topological analyses reveal that NBD-Morph forms coordinate covalent interactions with cations 
for stabilization. MEP, 2D-, and 3D-HS suggest a charge transfer between cations and the O—NBD-Morph compound, facilitating the 
uptake of selected cations. ELF and LOL topological analyses indicate the formation of a donor-acceptor couple upon addition of Ni2+

or Cu2+ metal cations, underscoring the high selectivity of NBD-Morph for these cations. To support the findings, electrochemical 
measurements were conducted. The combined results confirm the complexation ability of the modified nitrobenzofurazan ligand with 
metal cations. Notably, NBD-Morph is found to be selective for Ni2+ cation, making the NBD-Morph-Ni2+ complex highly suitable as a 
sensitive membrane in the design of a chemical sensor. 
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Table 9 
Fitting data of the NBD-Morph/Pt for different nickel concentrations.  

[Ni2+] (M) Rs (Ω) CPEf(μF) n1 Rf (Ω) CPEdl(μF) n2 Rit(Ω) χ2 (10− 4) 

0 185.5 ± 1.01 14.76 ± 1.01 0.84 33093 ± 950 1.70 ± 0.21 0.89 33138 ± 907 3 
10–6 188.1 ± 1.2 15.04 ± 1.28 0.84 31818 ± 1024 1.80 ± 0.02 0.89 30035 ± 968 4.1 
10–5 187.4 ± 1.1 13.3 ± 1.12 0.85 29123 ± 926 1.78 ± 0.02 0.89 26665 ± 901 3.7 
10–4 187.7 ± 2.0 14.35 ± 1.69 0.85 28741 ± 1097 1.76 ± 0.03 0.89 25255 ± 1195 9.3 
10–3 189.6 ± 2.2 15.3 ± 1.52 0.85 28557 ± 0.141 1.84 ± 0.03 0.89 20538 ± 911 10.1  
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